The influence of agents heterogeneity on the microscopic characteristics of pedestrian flow is studied via an evacuation simulation tool based on the Floor-Field model. The heterogeneity is introduced in agents velocity, aggressiveness, and sensitivity to occupation. The simulation results are compared to data gathered during an original experiment. The comparison shows that the heterogeneity in aggressiveness and sensitivity occupation enables to reproduce some microscopic aspects. The heterogeneity in velocity seems to be redundant.
Introduction
The presented study of the heterogeneity in CA models directly extends the contribution on aggressiveness presented in [1] . Detailed study of the heterogeneity in more aspects of agents in Floor-Field model is based on empirical observations related to variety of experiments conducted by our research group [2, 3, 4] . We aim to investigate, whether some microscopic aspects of the pedestrian flow can be mimicked introducing heterogeneity to some parameters of Floor-Field model.
The experiments mentioned above were designed to study the boundary induced phase transition, which has been analysed theoretically in [5] for FloorField model. The object of such study is a rather small room with one exit and one multiple entrance, which may be considered as one segment of a large network. During the experiment, an important aspect of pedestrian behaviour has been observed: participants have different ability to push through the crowd, what leads to significant variance in the time spent by the pedestrian in the room.
The presented cellular model is based on the Floor-Field Model [6, 7, 8] with adaptive time-span [9] and principle of bonds [10] . The adaptive time span enables to model heterogeneous stepping velocity of pedestrians; the principle of bonds helps to mimic collective behaviour of pedestrians in lines. For comprehensive summary of Floor-Field model modifications capturing different aspects of pedestrian flow and evacuation dynamics we refer the reader to [11] .
In this article we focus on the heterogeneity in three aspects of the pedestrian flow: the desired velocity, aggressiveness (or ability to win conflicts), and sensitivity to occupancy (related to line formation).
Experiment
Presented simulation study leans over the experiment "passing-through", which set-up is schematically depicted in in Figure 1 . Detailed analyses of the experiment with respect to microscopic aspects of pedestrian flow can be found in [3, 4] . Selected results of the above mentioned studies are summarized in this section. Videos capturing some aspects of the experiment are available at http://gams.fjfi.cvut.cz/peds. In the experiment participants were instructed to walk through the rectangular room with one 60 cm wide exit and multiple entrance. The inflow of pedestrians α [ped/s] has been artificially controlled in order to investigate the boundary induced phase transition, which is not the subject of this article. Nevertheless, thanks to that the pedestrian behaviour could be observed under variety of conditions. The size of the crowd in front of the exit played the main role. During each run of the experiment, pedestrians were passing repeatedly through the room in order to keep stable inflow for sufficiently long time. Due to that there are 20 to 40 records for each participant. Moreover, the unique codes assigned to all participants enabled the study of individual properties of the pedestrians under variety conditions. Usually the maximal outflow/capacity is related to bottleneck width b. In [12] the dependence is suggested J max = 1.9 · b. Here we note that the measured capacity of the bottleneck in the experiment was approximately 1.4 ped/s, which is higher than suggested. It was caused by high motivation of pedestrians to exit the room nad by the fact that the narrowing was fallowed by a slightly wider corridor. Despite that the motion of pedestrians within the following corridor was strictly one-lane without overtaking.
Travel-Time
The key investigated quantity is the travel time T T denoting the time interval between the entrance at T in and the egress at T out of each pedestrian, i.e., T T = T out − T in . To capture the pedestrians behaviour under variety of conditions, the travel time is investigated with respect to the average number of pedestrians in the room N mean defined as
where N (t) stands for the number of pedestrians in the room at time t. As expected the average T T increases with respect to the number of pedestrians in the room N , referred further as the occupancy. Surprisingly, the variance of the T T increases dramatically with occupancy as well. [4] . Scatter plot of the travel time T T with respect to the occupancy Nmean extracted from the experiment. Three participants are highlighted. Their travel time is approximated by the piecewise linear model (2) . We can see that Ped. 2 has lower desired velocity in free regime but higher ability to push through the crowd in comparison to Ped. 4. Figure 2 shows the scatter plot of all pairs (N mean , T T ) gathered over all runs of experiment and all participants. Records corresponding to three chosen pedestrians are highlighted. We can observe that the reaction of participants to the occupancy N significantly differs. The mean travel time in the free-flow regime (0 -7 pedestrians) reflects the pedestrian desired velocity; the slope of the travel-time dependence on the occupation N in the congested regime (10 -45 pedestrians) reflects the pedestrian ability to push through or walk around the crowd. This observation corresponds to the piece-wise linear model for each pedestrian
where S = 7.2 m, v 0 (i) is the free-flow velocity of the pedestrian i, slope(i) is the unique coefficient of the linear model for pedestrian i. The breakpoint N = 7 depends from the room geometry. The weighted mean of the R 2 value of the model (2) is 0.688.
Heterogeneity and Travel-Time
The high variance of the T T caused by the heterogeneous reaction to crowd is reflected in the distribution of the relative travel-time T T R , i.e., normalized T T with respect to the average of records corresponding to similar occupancy N mean . Figure 3 present the histograms of T T R for free flow regime (0-7 pedestrians) and for congested regime (30-50 pedestrians). There are two aspects explaining the high variance of the T T accompanied with extremely low and high values in congested regime: the aggressiveness and better path choice. We have observed that some of the pedestrians were pushing effectively through the crowd in order to get to the exit. This caused that some less aggressive pedestrians stayed trapped within the crowd or on its edge for significantly longer time.
Furthermore, observing the path choice of "fast" and "slow" pedestrians we can make a conclusion that the lower travel-time was reached by walking around the crowd as well, see Figure 4 .
Model Definition
The model used for this study comes out from the Floor-Field cellular model with several modifications introduced in [10, 9] and studied in more detail in [13] extended by the aggressiveness element [1] . The playground of the model is represented by the rectangular two-dimensional lattice L ⊂ Z 2 consisting of cells x = (x 1 , x 2 ). Every cell may be either occupied by one agent or empty. Agents are moving along the lattice by hopping from their current cell x ∈ L to a neighbouring cell y ∈ N (x) ⊂ L, where the neighbourhood N (x) is Moore neighbourhood, i.e., N (x) = {y ∈ L; max j=1,2 |x j − y j | ≤ 1} .
Choice of the New Target Cell
Agents choose their target cells y from N (x) stochastically according to probabilistic distribution P (y | x; state of N (x)), which reflects the "attractiveness" of the cell y to the agent. Part of the "attractiveness" is expressed by means of the static field S, where S(y) = |y 1 | 2 + |y 2 | 2 is the distances of cell y ∈ L to the exit cell E = (0, 0) acting as the common target for all agents. As usual, P (y | x) ∝ exp{−k S S(y)}, for y ∈ N (x), where k S ∈ [0, +∞) denotes the parameter of sensitivity to the field S.
The probabilistic choice of the target cell is further influenced by the occupancy of neighbouring cells and by the diagonality of the motion. An occupied cell is considered to be less attractive, nevertheless, it is meaningful to allow the choice of an occupied cell while the principle of bonds is present (explanation of the principle of bonds follows below). Furthermore, the movement in diagonal direction is penalized in order to suppress the zig-zag motion in free flow regime and support the symmetry of the motion with respect to the lattice orientation.
Technically this is implemented as follows. Let O x (y) be the identifier of agents occupying the cell y from the point of view of the agent sitting in cell x, i.e. O x (x) = 0 and for y = x O x (y) = 1 if y is occupied and O x (y) = 0 if y is empty. Then
is again the parameter of sensitivity to the occupancy (k O = 1 means that occupied cell will never be chosen). Similarly can be treated the diagonal motion defining the diagonal movement identifier as
The probabilistic choice of the new target cell can be than written in the final form
It is worth noting that the site x belongs to the neighbourhood N (x), therefore the equation (3) applies to P (x | x) as well. 
Updating Scheme
The used updating scheme combines the advantages of fully-parallel update approach, which leads to necessary conflicts, and the asynchronous clocked scheme [16] enabling the agents to move at different rates.
Each agent carries as his property the own period denoted as τ , which rep-resents the minimal time between two steps, leading to desired times of update to be t = kτ , k ∈ Z. The time-line is divided into isochronous intervals of the length h > 0. During each algorithm step k ∈ Z such agents are updated, whose desired time of the next actualization lies in the interval kh, (k + 1)h . A wise choice of the interval length h in dependence on the distribution of τ enables to 135 model heterogeneous velocity of agents while keeping sufficient number of conflicts. Here we note that we use the concept of adaptive time-span, i.e., the time of the desired actualization is recalculated after each update of the agent, since it can be influenced by the essence of the motion, e.g., diagonal motion leads to a time-penalization, since it is √ 2 times longer. For more detail see e.g. [11] .
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This is an advantage over the probabilistic approach introduced in [17] .
Principle of Bonds and Sensitivity to Occupation
The principle of bonds is closely related to the possibility of choosing an occupied cell. An agent who chooses an occupied cell builds a bond to the agent sitting in the chosen cell. This bond lasts until the motion of the blocking agent 145 or until the next activation of the bonded agent. The idea is that the bonded agents attempt to enter their chosen cell immediately after it becomes empty.
The parameter k O (sensitivity to occupation) influences the willingness of agents to bond. The effect of different occupancy values is illustrated in Figure 5 . If k O = 0, agents choose the next target cell regardless whether it is occupied 150 or empty, i.e, in case the most attractive cell (closer to the exit) is occupied, the agent creates a bond to the occupying agent assuming his motion within the step. This strategy supports the motion in lines and can lead to fluent flow through the bottleneck. On the other hand, the ignorance of occupancy leads to the increase of conflicts, which may block the motion in front of the 155 exit. Here it is important to mention that the parameter k O < 1 influences the cell attractiveness before the normalization. Therefore, in case of extremely 
Updating Scheme
The used updating scheme combines the advantages of fully-parallel update approach, which leads to necessary conflicts, and the asynchronous clocked scheme [14] enabling the agents to move at different rates.
Each agent carries as his property the own period denoted as τ , which represents the minimal time between two steps, leading to desired times of update to be t = kτ , k ∈ Z. The time-line is divided into isochronous intervals of the length h > 0. During each algorithm step k ∈ Z such agents are updated, whose desired time of the next actualization lies in the interval kh, (k + 1)h . A wise choice of the interval length h in dependence on the distribution of τ enables to model heterogeneous velocity of agents while keeping sufficient number of conflicts. Here we note that we use the concept of adaptive time-span, i.e., the time of the desired actualization is recalculated after each update of the agent, since it can be influenced by the essence of the motion, e.g., diagonal motion leads to a time-penalization, since it is √ 2 times longer. For more detail see e.g. [9] . This is an advantage over the probabilistic approach introduced in [15] .
Principle of Bonds and Sensitivity to Occupation
The principle of bonds is closely related to the possibility of choosing an occupied cell. An agent who chooses an occupied cell builds a bond to the agent sitting in there. This bond lasts until the motion of the blocking agent or until the next activation of the bonded agent. The idea is that the bonded agents attempt to enter their chosen cell immediately after it becomes empty.
The parameter k O (sensitivity to occupation) influences the willingness of agents to bond. The effect of different occupancy values is illustrated in Figure 5 . If k O = 0, agents choose the next target cell regardless whether it is occupied or empty, i.e, in case the most attractive cell (closer to the exit) is occupied, the agent creates a bond to the occupying agent assuming his motion within the step. This strategy supports the motion in lines and can lead to fluent flow through the bottleneck. On the other hand, the ignorance of occupancy leads to the increase of conflicts, which may block the motion in front of the
of one of the agents with highest γ. This agent is chosen at random. The mechanism of the friction can be easily modified. An example of conflict solution is depicted in Figure 3 . 
Impact of the Aggressiveness Element
The effect of the aggressiveness has been studied by means of the simulation. Results stressed in this article come from the simulations with parameters given by Table 1 . The values of τ and γ are distributed among agents uniformly and independently on each other. The simulation set-up has been designed according to the experiment, i.e., the room of the size 7.2 m × 4.4 m has been modelled by the rectangular lattice 18 sites long and 11 sites wide. The size of one cell therefore corresponds to 0.4 m × 0.4 m. The exit is placed in the middle of the shorter wall, the open boundary is modelled by a multiple entrance on the opposite wall. New agents are entering the lattice stochastically with the mean inflow rate α [pedes- exit. Here it is important to mention that the parameter k O < 1 influences the cell attractiveness before the normalization. Therefore, in case of extremely attractive cell (e.g. the exit), the probability distribution of choosing the next target cells does not change dramatically.
Solution of Conflicts and Aggressiveness
The in essence parallel updating scheme is inevitable accompanied by conflicts, when more agents decide to enter the same cell. In such case, one of the agents is usually chosen at random to win the conflict. There are more approaches, how the randomness is executed, e.g. uniformly, or proportionally to the hopping probabilities [6] . Important role in models of pedestrian evacuation play the unresolved conflicts, i.e., the aim to attempt the same cell leads to the blocking of the motion. This is captured by the friction parameter µ denoting the probability that none of the agent wins the conflict. An improvement is given by the friction function [16] , which raises the friction according to the number of conflicting agents.
For purposes of this article, we introduce the choice of the winning agent based on his ability to win conflicts represented by an additional parameter γ ∈ [0, 1], which is referred to as the aggressiveness. Similar heterogeneity in agents behaviour has been used in [17] , where the "aggressiveness" has been represented by the willingness to overtake.
The conflict is always won by agents with highest γ among conflicting agents. If there are two or more agents with the highest γ, the friction parameter µ plays a role. In this article we assume that the higher is the aggressiveness γ, the less should be the probability that none of the agents wins the conflict. Therefore, the conflict is not solved with probability µ(1 − γ) (none of the agents move). With complement probability 1 − µ(1 − γ) the conflict resolves to the motion of one of the agents. This agent is chosen randomly with equal probability from all agents involved in the conflict having the highest γ. The conflict solution among heterogeneous group of agents is depicted in Figure 6 .
Simulation Setting
Main goal of this article is to study the influence of heterogeneity in chosen parameters. In this article we focus on the heterogeneity in free-flow velocity (represented by own frequency), aggressiveness, and sensitivity to occupation. In order to have comparable results to the experiment, the parameters have been calibrated to give similar values of important macroscopic quantities as free flow velocity (1.57 m/s in experiment) and maximal outflow (1.4 ped/s in experiment). The used set of parameters is given in Table 1 . Heter. sensitivity to occupation
The free flow simulation (without interactions) is directly influenced by k S , k D and τ . The diagonal penalization k D together with time penalization of diagonal motion have been tested in previous research. The values of k S and τ have been chosen to agree with the mean and variance of the free-flow velocity. Here we note that the pedestrians in the experiment walked relatively fast (1.57 m/s), which motivated us to set the algorithm step h = 0.2 s of real time to balance significant decrease of velocity in congested regime.
The motion of agents in crowd is influenced by parameters µ, γ, and k O . These parameters have been calibrated by means of the maximal outflow from the exit in congested situation, i.e, the exit capacity (1.4 ped/s). The significant decrease of velocity in crowd is modelled by means of relatively high friction µ = .9. Here we note that such high friction is necessary to compensate the conflict solution mechanism related to aggressiveness and the motion in lines related to the sensitivity to occupation.
Our goal is to illustrate the effects of heterogeneity in chosen parameters. Therefore, the values of outflow had not been calibrated directly to the value 1.4 m/s, but sufficiently close to it, see Figure 7 . Such approach enables to fit the homogeneous and heterogeneous values of each parameter independently and therefore can be used in all considered scenarios -1: hom (homogeneous in all parameters), 2: tau (heterogeneous in velocity), 3: agr (heterogeneous in aggressiveness), 4: obs (heterogeneous in sensitivity to occupation), 5: agr,obs (heterogeneous in aggressiveness and occupation independently), 6: agr+obs (heterogeneous in aggressiveness and occupation with dependence, i.e., more aggressive is more sensitive to occupation). The simulation has been performed for system with periodic boundaries, i.e., the egress of an agent causes the entrance of another one (contrary to [1] , where open boundaries were used giving the same results). The properties of agents (τ, γ, k O ) were drawn from uniform distribution on the groups of parameters. For each set of parameters the simulation was performed for the occupancy N ∈ {1, 3, 5, 7, 10, 12, 14, 17, 20, 30, 40, 45, 50, 75, 100}. The simulation was performed until 1000 agents walked through the exit and it was repeated 20 times. All quantities are averaged.
Simulation Results
In Table 2 the measured values of free flow velocity v 0 (velocity for agents under the occupancy N ≤ 4), maximal outflow J out , and average travel-time T T N for all 6 settings are compared to the experimental values. From the values we can see that the average travel-time is slightly, but not significantly, overestimated by the model. The lower free-flow velocity in case 2: tau is caused by the heterogeneity in velocity. The used set of parameters did not allow to fit both, the free-flow velocity and the outflow in this case. The reason lies in the synchronous update with h = 0.2 s. As will be discussed below, the heterogeneity in velocity defined by the own frequency is not desirable for the presented model with respect to the performed experiment. The main stress is given to the travel-time study and dependence on the average occupancy N mean , which reflects the heterogeneity in the reaction to the crowd. The T T − N mean plots for studied parameter sets are given in Figure 8 . In the graphs the mean travel time is plotted according by groups with the same parameters, the overall mean and quantiles are present for completeness. From the graphs is evident that the model is able to mimic the piecewise linear dependence (2) of T T on N mean , which is present in the experimental study. The break-point of the model is in agreement with the experimental observation N = 7.
We can see quite good agreement with the experiment regarding the trend of the dependence of T T on the occupancy not only in average but also in the minimal and maximal measured values, see Figure 2 . Due to to significantly lower volume of data from the experiment it is reasonable to compare the 0.1 and 0.9 quantiles. Here we note that the lower average T T in experiment (24.31 s) than produced by the model (approx. 30 s) is caused by the small volume of data related to N ≈ 45 in the experiment -such crowded conditions were kept for relatively short time due to the small number of participants (75).
We can see that the differences in the slope of the linear dependence can be observed in all heterogeneous scenarios. Nevertheless, for further studies we have neglected the heterogeneity in the own updating period τ , related to velocity. Even the homogeneous setting of free-flow velocity can reproduce variances in the free-flow travel-time in sufficient manner due to the stochastic nature of Floor-Field model. Therefore, another heterogeneity in the parameter τ is redundant. On the other hand, the concept can be used in case of evident heterogeneity where the desired velocity significantly differs [18, 19] .
The heterogeneity in aggressiveness parameter γ becomes evident in occupancy N ∈ (10, 50), the effect does not rise significantly for higher occupancy, see sub-figure 3. Complementary evinces itself the heterogeneity in sensitivity to occupancy k O (sub-figure) 4, which becomes most evident for occupancy N > 50. Interesting results brings the combination of these two parameters. The scenario 5 shows that the heterogeneity in γ and k O combines both effects from 3 and 4 in superposition manner. The main differences in the slope of T T shows the scenario 6, where the aggressiveness and occupancy are dependent, i.e., the more aggressive agents are more sensitive to occupation.
Here we note that the sensitivity to occupation should be interpreted as the willingness to join an existing queue in order to move along this queue. It is therefore reasonable to suppose that the aggressive behaviour is related to the willingness to overtake, i.e., k O → 1 For further comparison let us focus on the distribution of the relative travel time T T R . In Figure 9 we can see the histograms of T T R for scenarios 1, 3, and 6, i.e., with increasing heterogeneity. We can make a conclusion that with increasing heterogeneity increases the relative frequency of low values of T T R (first bin). Similarly, the modus of the distribution is closer to lower values for higher heterogeneity (bins 4, 3, 2) .
Looking at the histograms of T T R related to heterogeneous scenarios, we conclude that the final distribution can be considered as a mixture of two uni- modal distribution corresponding to two groups of agents, which seems to be the case of the experiment as well, see Figure 3 . Although some differences between scenarios 3 and 6 six are evident, they might be considered as marginal in comparison with the homogeneous case 1. Let us therefore focus on another aspect observed during the experimentthe path choice. In Figure 10 we can see the snapshots from the simulation showing a representing situation of the simulation. In scenario 3, the more aggressive agents are more successful in pushing through the crowd, but they do not evince any preference in path-choice. In scenario 6, the aggressive agents prefer walking around the crowd and hopping to the exit from the left or right. As a consequence, less aggressive agents standing in lines remain often trapped few cell away from the exit, as often observed during the experiment. 
Summary and Conclusions
The article focuses on the heterogeneity in three parameters of the original cellular model based on Floor-Field model. These parameters are then consid-ered as the properties carried by individual agents, specifically the heterogeneity in own period (velocity), aggressiveness, and sensitivity to occupancy is studied. It is important to mention that the introduced concept of aggressiveness and principle of bonds can be used in other rule-based cellular model of pedestrian dynamics.
The introduction of heterogeneity into the model has been inspired by the results of conducted experiments. It has been show that pedestrians react differently to the crowd: some are able to push through the crowd effectively, some remain trapped in front of the exit. Moreover, this is not a property of individual trajectories, but this ability is closely related to the pedestrians.
In this study we aim to show that the heterogeneity in the ability to win conflicts is necessary to reproduce the above mentioned effects in cellular models. Such property can be useful for proper modelling of an evacuation of a complex structure, where the heterogeneity in the ability to win conflicts is expected. In such cases a group of people can remain trapped within the facility for unjustifiable long time, although the average flows and evacuation times fulfil the expectations.
The introduced aspects of heterogeneity can be summarized as follows:
1. Velocity: The heterogeneity in velocity causes undesired bi-modal histogram in the free-flow regime. The observed heterogeneity in pedestrian sample can be sufficiently modelled by the stochastic nature of the decisions, the variance in the travel time is then related to the number of deviations from the direct path. Nevertheless, the concept can be used in dramatically heterogeneous scenario where the average speed of one group of pedestrians is two times higher than the average velocity of other group. 2. Aggressiveness: This conflict-solution method, where the conflict is won by the agent with higher value of aggressiveness, seems to be very effective in the reproduction of high variance of the T T in the congested regime.
In combination with the heterogeneity of the velocity we are able to simulate a situation when slower agent is more aggressive than a fast one.
It is important to note that the term aggressiveness may be a little bit misleading, since it corresponds to the ability to win conflicts, which may be given by some rules of preference as well. 3. Sensitivity to Occupancy: This aspect influences mainly the space usage by the agent in given conditions. The lower the sensitivity is, the higher is the average T T for the agent, since he waits in lines and can be overtaken and trapped in front of the exit. This parameter plays very important role in combination with the parameter of aggressiveness.
